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Involving a community in caring for its Swifts

by Eugenia Parisi



Campiglia Marittima is a small Tuscan town about 100km south of  Pisa.
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Over 1000 Swifts head to Campiglia Marittima each spring. The Swift season starts at the 

end of  March and ends in mid July.



A blessing taken for granted.

The Swift have always been around, nesting in stone walls and under traditional roof

tiles. Local people often take their presence for granted.
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There was no public aknowledgement of  the beauty of  the Swifts nor concern for their fragility

until I started my ‘Rondoni Campigliesi / Swifts of  Campiglia’ conservation project in 2017.



As most locals and tourists I also was ignorant of  the species’ wonderous peculiarities and needs until I had a 
fortuitous encounter with RSPB volunteer Catherine Day in London in the fall of  2016. This encounter triggered
my curiosity and pushed me into a Swift conservation effort. 

.



I decided to work for the preservation of  Campiglia’s Swift colony. I had no 
clue how to do it, no knowledge in Natural Sciences, no previous experience in 
organizing events or dealing with administrators. At the time I didn’t have a 
plan, but looking back I can identify different key aspects I worked on:

.

Building an identity for the 

project

Increasing the visibility and 

popularity of Swifts through

public events and creativity

Introducing examples of good 

practices in building 

renovation and in the handling

of Swifts in trouble.

Building up my knowledge about

the species and sharing it with the 

community.



Building an identity for the project

A name, a logo and a 
local Swift facebook
page.
Since then, I have
promoted all my
activities under the 
name of  the project.



Introducing the Festival dei Rondoni in Campiglia 

Increasing the visibility and popularity of  Swifts

2017 with 

Giuseppe Bogliani



The Swift Festival in Campiglia has since become a yearly appointment that makes the news in local papers and 

social media.



2018 With Mauro Ferri 

and Franco Sacchetti

2019 With Lothar Schiffler 

and Giuseppe Bogliani

2020 With Silvia Ghignoli 

and Stefano Benucci

2021 With Giovanni Boano

and CRUMA – LIPU Livorno



In order to draw attention to the Swifts even when they are not present in 

town I started to make ceramic swift tiles… 



…which I donated to cafés and shops. 



My pottery has become an opportunity to 

talk to people about Swifts.



Can biscuits help a Swift conservation project?  The ‘Rondolci’ or ‘Sweet Swifts’



In 2019 I got permission from the local administration to create a ‘Swift walk’ around the town alleys . Each stop 

offers the stroller a different piece of  information about the species and it is signposted with a ceramic tile

bearing the Swifts of  Campiglia logo.



My background in teaching inspired me to create a story 

for children which is now shared during fun events and 

with local schools.  This paved the way for the installation

of  a nest box on the nursery school building.  

Sharing knowledge and making Swifts popular

‘Falciotto’s Adventures is also a video’ find it on our fb page



Lothar Schiffler and Jon Perry in 

Campiglia 2019

Thanks to the growing interest among local people, turists and the town administrators we were able to 

organize two photographic exhibits: in 2019 and in 2022.



March 2022 an exhibit for the Campiglia’s FAI – DAY more than 400 visitors… 



I’m thankful to the wonderful community of

scientists, conservation activists and swift lovers

who have been most generous in helping me, in

answering my questions, in suggesting readings,

and in sharing material and experiences, making

a gift of their time, knowledge and expertise.
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Building up knowledge



A slow process: trying to get the local builders to embrace good practices

Chiusura selettiva di buca 
pontaia. Campiglia 2019, ditta 
Fratelli Meli
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Keeping 

record of  

the nests on 

a roof
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A prototype for a roof tile with 

a built-in entrance for Swifts



Sharing correct information about caring for a Swift in emergency: 

what to do and what not to do 
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The End

Recently a few people decided to join my project and we have become an association. 

Hopefully, this will give us more strength in facing the many challenges that lie ahead.

Unless otherwise indicated all pictures in this presentation are sourced from the Rondoni Campigliesi Archive


